
Transportation Project 
Proposal Form 

Contact Information 
Full Name_____________________________ 

Email________________________________ 

Phone Number_________________________ 

Municipality___________________________ 

Affiliation_____________________________ 

Title/Position__________________________ 

Transportation Project Information 

Name/Title of Project__________________________________________________________ 

Please select the project type(s): 

Where is this project located? (road names, nearby facilities/landmarks) 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

What is the scale of this project? (please provide approximate measurements in feet; you can use 

Google Maps measuring tool to estimate distances) 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Purpose, Need, and Scope 
Please provide the Purpose Statement for this project. 

ex: “The purpose of this project is to support increased non-motorized activity by addressing safety issues resulting from 

unsafe vehicle speeds and inadequate protections for pedestrians on Main Street between 1st and 2nd Street.” 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Highway Improvements (operational improve-

ments, access management, intelligent transportation 
systems, widening, technology operation improve-
ments)  
Asset Management (bridge rehabilitation, bridge 

replacement, pavement repair/replacement)  
Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements 
(sidewalks, bike trails, multi-use paths, traffic calming 
improvements)  

Planning Studies (road diets, corridor 

studies, network studies, pedestrian/
cyclist safety studies)  
Infrastructure-related Travel  
Demand Management (park & ride 

lots, transit or HOV lanes, priority          
signalization, bus shelters, intermodal 
transportation centers)  

Juliet Harvey-Bolia Town of Plymouth

jharvey@plymouth-nh.org employee

(603) 536-1731 Assistant Planner

Smith Bridge Rd/Tenney Mountain Highway Intersection

The project is at the Tenney Mountain Highway(RT 25) and Smith Bridge Road intersection.

Improvements

100-200 feet in diameter for the roundabout

The project goal is to improve safety and traffic flow and traffic calming measures

 at the Smith Bridge Road intersection of Tenney Mountain Highway.We would also like to improve
 
pedestrian/bicycle access to Riverside Landing shopping facilities on Tenney Mountain Highway.



Please provide the Need Statement for this project. 

ex: “The section of Main St between 1st Street and 2nd Street is unsafe for pedestrians. This section is in the center of 

the city’s commercial district concentrated with jobs and small businesses. In the past 5 years there have 15 crashes in 

this section of Main St: two resulted in serious injuries to pedestrians and one resulted in a pedestrian fatality. Contin-

ued local economic development depends on increased walkability and safety for pedestrians.”  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Please outline the project scope.   

ex: “Install pedestrian crossings on Main Street at 1st and 2nd street intersections and at mid-block, including pedestri-

an refuge medians, other streetscaping and traffic calming infrastructure.” 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Please provide any additional information about this project. (local knowledge/insight, relevant 

studies/data, infrastructure needs, etc.) 
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Supplementary Information 
Please note that these questions are not required to make an initial submission. If you are not 
able to provide answers to some or all of these questions at this time, please leave the     
question(s) blank and Jess or Susan will reach out to provide assistance. If you have questions 
please call Jess at (603) 279-8171 or Susan at (603) 279- 5337; or email 
jbighinatti@lakesrpc.org or sslack@lakesrpc.org. 

How involved has the public been in this project proposal so far? 

(please make note of any dates, agenda items, minutes from public meetings, and decisions influenced by 

public involvement)  

____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

Documentation of public involvement for intersection improvements and pedestrian/bicycle trails go

 back to at least 2002. The 2003 Corridor Study and Master Plan provide evidence of extensive and 

ongoing public involvement. Copies of meeting minutes are enclosed.

The intersection at the Tenney Mountain Highway(RT 25) and Smith Bridge Road intersection has 

two problems making it unsafe and/needing improvement: the intersection is misaligned with the 

NHEC driveway creating a shared two-way turning lane. Both roads are state highways. Continued 
economic development depends on increased walkability and safety for pedestrians. This is the busiest 
section of  RT 25 in terms of volume.

We are requesting intersection improvements. A roundabout concept was proposed by a 

DOT engineer in 2006, the solution favored by the Town. An intersection traffic light was a popular proposed 

solution prior to 2005. Most recently, DOT proposed re-striping the intersection for safer turning outcomes. 

The Town proposes the installation of a roundabout, but they will consider other plans for intersection improvements. Install pedestrian 

Both the 2003 Corridor Study and 2013 Study Update suggested a feasibility study for a roundabout at this location.

According to the 2013 Corridor Update, "the road segment with the highest AADT, was Route 25 east of Smith 

Bridge Road."  Since then, the addition of Riverside Landing Plaza has exacerbated traffic. Market Basket opened

 a third of a mile east of this intersection in May. Smith Bridge Road is also a state highway.



Submission 

Please return this form to Lakes Region Planning Commission at: ADDRESS: 103 Main Street, Meredith NH, 
03253, FAX:603-279-0200, EMAIL: jbighinatti@lakesrpc.org or sslack@lakesrpc.org. If you have questions 
please call Jess at (603) 279-8171 or Susan at (603) 279- 5337. Please attach any relevant documents, 
maps, cost estimates, and data to this project along with the form that you have: 

Local Plans/Master Plans 

Cost Estimate 

Local Police Crash Data 

Maps 

Transit Operator Data 

Development Studies 

Bike/Pedestrian Surveys 

Project Scope 

Conceptual Designs 

What alternative options or methods have been considered to address this need and what 
makes this project proposal the best option? 
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Please provide evidence supporting this project, including letters of support. 
(review list of documents, letters of support, data sources, plans, guidance, maps, etc. that will serve as 
sources of information to bolster the application; please note what and where you are referencing from) 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Are there opportunities for further public discussion of this project in the near future? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Will the project be managed locally? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Yes, we are providing updates at BOS meetings and seeking feedback. 

A lit traffic light was considered as far back as 2003. A roundabout was proposed by DOT traffic 

a DOT traffic engineer in 2006. In 2019, the push for roundabout was renewed. During a discussion 

with DOT engineers, it was suggested that we re-stripe the intersection. Upon further inspection, DOT 

determined that restriping was not possible until the misaligned NHEC was aligned with Smith Bridge Rd.

Most likely, yes. We have a history of locally managed projects

Supporting documents included separately:   

Traffic counts, Turning Counts, Maps, Crash Data,  NH DOT Roudabouts Concept from 2006, DOT 

Recommendations 2020 Update, Northern Border Commission Annual Distress Criteria, 

NBRC List: Isolated Areas of Distress, meeting/hearing minutes,

 Plymouth Master Plan, NH DOT Transportation Data, Road Safety Audit

Application, 2002 Tenney Mountain Corridor Study by NCC,  2003 TMH Corridor Study Update, Excerpts 

from these studies.. 





































Email from NH DOT Traffic Engineer Bill Lambert, Wed 6/10/2020 :  During our discussion of the Smith 
Bridge Road intersection last month, I agreed to restripe the approaches on NH 25 (Tenney Mountain 
Highway) so that there would be a formal left turn lane for Smith Bridge Road (instead of the existing 
Two Way Left Turn Lane (TWLTL)), along with a break in the centerline/median pavement markings so 
that there would be more emphasis for the busy local road intersection and to distinguish it as different 
than the commercial driveways along this segment. 
 
Our pavement marking staff went to Plymouth to lay out this change in advance of the pavement 
marking maintenance work and expressed concern with the lay out, primarily due to the offset 
intersection with the NH Electric Cooperative driveway.  I then visited this afternoon to take a firsthand 
look and agreed with the concern.  In fact, as I was driving through the intersection westbound to 
evaluate the layout, I ran into the perfect storm that highlights the concern.  As I was traveling west in 
the through lane to make a left turn into the NH Electric Cooperative driveway, there was a passenger 
vehicle making the left turn into Smith Bridge Road so that I had to drive past them and wait for them to 
make their turn.  As I paused for a clear gap to make my turn, a following vehicle went around my 
passenger side to pass me within the paved shoulder. 
 
While I still believe that the left turn to Smith Bridge Road should be marked as a separate left turn lane, 
I find that it does not work unless the NH Electric Cooperative driveway is shifted east so that it becomes 
a four-way intersection with opposing left turn lanes. 
 
We will continue to stripe this segment as a TWLTL as it is today, but recommend that the town pursue 
shifting the driveway as described above so that we can improve the striping in the future. 
 
Best regards, 
Bill 
 

William R. Lambert, PE 
Traffic Engineer/Administrator 
NHDOT Bureau of Traffic 
P.O. Box 483, 18 Smokey Bear Blvd. 
Concord, NH 03302-0483 
(603) 271-1679 
 



Table 2. Intersection Collisions (2002 to 2012). Excepted from: Access Management Study Update 2013 
 
According to the data, the highest number of intersection collisions along the TMH occurred 

at Highland 

Street with 11 collisions, followed by Smith Bridge Road (7), Boulder Point Drive (5), and 

the Hannaford 

Driveway (5). Of these intersections with the highest number of collisions, Smith Bridge Road 

is the only 

intersection without a lit traffic signal. 

 

In addition to the suggestions in Table 9, the Collision Analysis, Section II, notes the 
intersections along the TMH with the highest number of collisions during the 10 year study 

period (2002 to 2012). Of those intersections, the only intersection without a lit traffic 

signal is the intersection of Smith Bridge Road and the TMH. The Town currently has four lit 

traffic signals: (1) the Hannafords driveway; (2) Highland 
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Updates to the 2003 Access Management Plan, June 19, 2014 
Avenue and the TMH; (3) Boulder Point Drive and the TMH; and (4) the Wal‐Mart driveway. 
Although it may not be necessary to install a traffic signal at the intersection of Smith 

Bridge Road and the TMH, it is recommended the Town have a feasibility study conducted to 

determine whether or not a roundabout or lit traffic signal would improve the safety of the 

intersection. The Town addressed a proposal for roundabouts along the Corridor in 2006. 

Although the Town decided against a roundabout at the intersection of Highland Street and the 

TMH, the Town is encouraged to reevaluate the potential of a roundabout at the intersection 

of Smith Bridge Road and the TMH. 
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